Introduction.
In a recent paperf the author has proved by expansion methods a sufficiency theorem for the general problem of Bolza that had been established previously by Hestenes| using the classical field method. This proof had in common with the previous proof of Hestenes the property that the theorem was not established directly for the general problem of Bolza with non-separated end conditions; instead, such a problem was first transformed into an equivalent one in a greater number of dependent variables and with separated end conditions. In a paper appearing in the present volume of these Transactions, Hestenesf has devised a direct proof by field methods for the general problem of Bolza. He has utilized the notion of families of fields of extremals, and the proof is a generalization of a method which he has previously used in treating the problem of Mayer.
It is the purpose of the present note to give a direct expansion proof of sufficient conditions for the general non-parametric problem of Bolza. In this direct expansion proof the auxiliary theorem of §3 of R is replaced by Theorem A of §2 of the present paper. This latter theorem is an extension of the results of §5 of H for the special case of a problem having the form of the second variation, and thus may be considered as an extension of the transformation of Clebsch.
It is to be remarked that there already existed direct sufficiency proofs by field methods for the general problem of Bolza in case suitable normality conditions were satisfied.|| Hestenes obtains in H a direct proof not involving normality assumptions. On the other hand, the results of the author's paper R do not yield a direct expansion proof of sufficient conditions for a problem with non-separated end conditions that involves no differential side condi-[September tions, and which is thus identically normal. This fact is illustrated by the example given at the end of §3 of R. In view of this difference between the the generalization of Hestenes' paper H and the extension of the present note over the previous paper R, it is somewhat surprising that essentially the same auxiliary theorem is involved in these two direct proofs by quite different methods of the same sufficient conditions for the general problem of Bolza. The notation and terminology of R will be used throughout.
Suppose that E:yi(x), X0 = l, X^x) (xi^x^x2) is a non-singular extremal which satisfies with constants eM conditions I and IV* . This latter condition is that along E the second variation As usual, it is assumed that the matrix (SE^j,; ^uVil; ^i,2) is OI rank p. As a consequence of IV* there exists a family ij,
of mutually conjugate solutions of the canonical accessory equations with |«i4(a;)| f^O on £i#2.t f See Reid, American Journal of Mathematics, vol. 57 (1935) , pp. 573-586; also Morse, these Transactions, vol. 37 (1935), pp. 147-160, and Hestenes, Annals of Mathematics, vol. 37 (1936), pp. 543-551. Now suppose that be, a,], be2, at2e (6 = 1, ■ ■ ■ , In+l -p) are linearly independent solutions of the equations *"tJ>* + %9tfia + ^f>2+ ^MifiiB = 0 (jt = 1, • • • , p).
Let q denote the maximum number of linearly independent accessory extremals of the form Yu(x) =0, Zit(x) (l = \, ■ ■ ■ , q) such that for every nonidentically vanishing linear combination
are not all satisfied. Without loss of generality we may then suppose that the sets bl, a/e (s = l, 2; 6 = 1, ■ ■ ■ , 2n+2 -p) are so chosen that
Then for an arbitrary accessory extremal rii(x) =0, ft(x) we have
and there exists a unique accessory
where p is a real constant whose value will be determined shortly. The multipliers corresponding to uik, vik and Uie, Vte will be denoted by lßk(x) and Lßt(x) (k = \, ■ ■ ■ , n; 6 = 1, ■ ■ ■ , 2n+2 -p), respectively. The proofs of these relations are similar to those of (6.1), (6.2), (6.3) of R.
As in R, one may likewise show that for a given e>0 there is a bounded neighborhood 9c2e of the end-points of E which is interior to the 910 neighborhood of Theorem A, and such that if C is admissible with end-points in 9t2e, For a given «>0 let denote a bounded neighborhood of E in rry-space interior to both the neighborhood %u of Theorem B and the neighborhood %2( defined above; moreover, suppose that 9te is a neighborhood of the ends of E interior to both 9f o and 9t2e, and such that if the end-values of C are in 91« the corresponding constants c« satisfy ||(c«)|| ^du, where dlc is as in Theorem B. Suppose C:Yi(x) {Xx -x^.X2) is an admissible arc in %t with endpoints in 9Je. Since 9J( is interior to 9J0 inequality (2.8) is applicable to the quadratic form Q. We also see that £(x, F, y'+u', X+m; F'] satisfies
